Home for the Holidays: At this time of year we reflect on going home. Take a tour of some of America's most outstanding houses, read up on turning a house into a home, redecorate, check out some of America's best domestic architects, and tour some historic houses. In November and December, come home at your library!

Brownstein, Elizabeth Smith. *If This House Could Talk: Historic Homes, Extraordinary Americans*. E159 B8927 1999
Crawford, Ilse. *Home is Where the Heart Is*. NK2113 C748 2005
Garber, Marjorie. *Sex and Real Estate: Why We Love Houses*. HQ536 G349 2000
Hilowitz, Beverley. *Historic Houses of America*. E159 H7 1980
Ierley, Merritt. *The Comforts of Home: The American House and the Evolution of Modern Convenience*
Levin, Phyllis Lee. *Great Historic Houses of America*. E159 L48
Rothery, Agnes. *Houses Virginians have Loved*. NA7235 V5 R6
Susanka, Sarah. *Creating the Not So Big House*. NA7208 S68 2001
Susanka, Sarah. *Home by Design: Transforming Your House into a Home*. NA7208 S884 2004
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Geneva Overholser, Kathleen Hall Jamieson, editors. *The Press*  PN4888.P6 P64 2005
Hynds, Ernest C. *American Newspapers in the 1970s*  PN4867.H9
Krajicek, David J. *Scooped! Media Miss Real Story on Crime While Chasing Sex, Sleaze, and Celebrities*  PN4888.C8 K73 1998
Lewis, Jerry D. *The Great Columnists*  PN4871.L39
Matelski, Marilyn J. *TV News Ethics*  PN4888.E8 M38 1991
Swanberg, W. A. *Citizen Hearst, a Biography of William Randolph Hearst*  PN4874.H4 S83
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Curry, Bollywood and the Taj Mahal! These are often the images we see associated with India. But India's history, stretching back thousands of years, offers even more to discover about this country. The books and dvds in this display provide a gateway to India – discover the history, culture and continuing influence of this nation of such contrasts. From drought to monsoon, poverty to great riches, and the heights of the Himalayas to the flat Gangetic Plains, one look is not enough to Discover India!

Akademi, Sahitya. Contemporary Indian Literature. PK2903 C65x 1981
Dil Se. DVD PN1997 D5247x 2003 (Feature Films)
Follmi, Olivier. India. DS408 F65 2005
Henderson, Carol. Culture and Customs of India. DS423 G33 2002
Jadhav, Narendra. Untouchables. HB126 .I43 J3313 2005

Kal Ho Naa Ho. DVD PN1997 K3264x (Feature Films)
Kipling, Rudyard. Kim. PR4854 K4
McLeod, John. The History of India. DS463 M224 2002
Mahabharata. DVD PN1997 M25453 2002 (Feature Films)
Moore, Lucy. Maharinis: The Extraordinary Tale of Four Indian Queens and Their Journey from Purdah to Parliament. DS480.45 M6327 2005
Mukherjee, Bharati. Jasmine. PR9499.3 .M77 J3 1999
Mukherjee, Bharati. Desirable Daughters. PR9499.3 .M77 D47 2002
Ramayana and Mahabharata. PK3653 A2 D8 1910
Ramanujan, A.K. Folktales from India. GR305 .F64 1992
Sen, Amartya. The Argumentative Indian: Writings on Indian History, Culture and Identity. DS423 S338 2005
Sen, Colleen Taylor. Food Culture in India. TX724.5 .S38 2004
Sholay, DVD PN1997 S47595x (Feature Films)
Silsila. DVD PN1997 S49685x (Feature Films)
Swarupananda, Swami. Shrimad Bhagavad Gita. PK3631 B5x 1967b
Tagore, Rabindranath. Selected Poems. PK1722 .A2 2004
Teach Yourself Hindi. PK1935 .S645x 2003
Wolpert, Stanley. A New History of India. DS436 W66 2004
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July 2007

Beat the heat with a cool book this summer. Alexandria Campus Library subscribes to a variety of hard-cover best sellers (fiction & nonfiction), all of which can be borrowed for three weeks. Spice up your summer with some good beach reading, such as:

Albom, Mitch. *For One More Day*
Allende, Isabel. *Ines Del Alma Mia*
Atwood, Margaret. *Moral Disorder and Other Stories*
Cornwell, Patricia. *At Risk*
Dyer, Wayne W. *Being in Balance*
Ford, Deborah. *Bless His Heart: The GRITS Guide to Loving (Or Just Living With) Southern Men*
Gregory, Philip. *The Boleyn Inheritance*
Hall, Parnell. *You Have The Right To Remain Puzzled*
Johansen, Iris. *Stalemate*
Messud, Claire. *The Emperor's Children*
Naslund, Sena Jeter. *Abundance: A Novel of Marie Antionette*
Perry, Tyler. *Don't Make A Black Woman Take Off Her Earrings*
Sedaris, Amy. *I Like You: Hospitality Under The Influence*
and many, many more....
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June 2007

Celebrate Black Music Month!

Black Music Month celebrates the history and contributions of music created by African-Americans throughout our country’s history. Every genre of American music (and music worldwide) is continually influenced by African-Americans. Please enjoy the books and music available at the Alexandria Campus. There is more information available at US.INFO.GOV's Current Issues page.

Aida’s Brothers & Sisters: Black Voices In Opera [Videorecording] ML400 .A322x 2000
Blackburn, Julia. With Billie. ML420.H58 B53 2005
Cross, Charles R. Room Full of Mirrors: A Biography of Jimi Hendrix. ML410.H476 C76 2005
Ellison, Ralph. Living With Music: Ralph Ellision's Jazz Writings. ML3507 .E45 2001
Fox, Ted. Showtime at the Apollo. PN2277.N52 A684 1993
Harris, Michael W. The Rise Of Gospel Blues: The Music Of Thomas Andrew Dorsey In The Urban Church. ML3187 .H37 1992
Jackson, Jerma A. Singing in My Soul: Black Gospel Music in a Secular Age. ML3187 .J23 2004
Jess, Tyehimba. Leadbelly. PS3610.E874 L43 2005
Johnson, James Weldon. *Lift Every Voice and Sing*: A Pictorial Tribute to the Negro National Anthem. ML3561.L54 J64x 2000
Reagon, Bernice Johnson (editor). *We'll Understand It Better By and By*: Pioneering African American Gospel Composers. ML390 .W274 1992
Simmons, Russell. *Life and Def*: Sex, Drugs, Money, and God. ML429.S56 A3 2001b
Toll, Robert C. *Blacking Up*: The Minstrel Show in Nineteenth Century America. ML1711 .T64
Watkins, S. Craig (Samuel Craig) *Hip Hop Matters*: Politics, Pop Culture, and the Struggle For the Soul of a Movement. ML3531 .W38 2005
Williams, Martin T. *Jazz in Its Time*. ML3507 .W535 1989
Woll, Allen L. *Black Musical Theatre*: From Coontown to Dreamgirls. ML1711 .W64 1989
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From May 3 - May 8 HM Queen Elizabeth II makes a state visit to the United States. The Queen will commemorate the 400th Anniversary of the settling of Jamestown, visit the College of William and Mary, tour the Governor's Mansion in Richmond and address the General Assembly (the first monarch ever to have done so), take in a day at the races at the Kentucky Derby and conclude the visit with events in Washington DC, including a visit to NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center and a State Dinner hosted by President and Mrs Bush at the White House. In honor of the Queen’s visit to Virginia in May, and in honor of the 400th Anniversary of the founding of Jamestown, Hot Topics hosts books on Queen Elizabeth II, the Jamestown settlement, the Powhattan Indians, John Smith, Pocahantas, as well as the Virginia Capitol and the history of the General Assembly.

For more information on Virginia's Royal Welcome see: http://queensvisit.governor.virginia.gov/home.asp

For information on the celebrations in Jamestown: http://www.americas400thanniversary.com/

Noel Hume, Ivor. The Virginia Adventure: Roanoke To Jamestowne: An Archeological and Historical Odyssey. F229 N84 1994
Hoobler, Thomas and Dorothy Hoobler. Captain John Smith: Jamestown and the Birth of the American Dream. F229 S7 H66 2006
Horn, James. A Land as God Made It: Jamestown and the Birth of America. F234 J3 H66 2005
Lacy, Robert. Elizabeth II and the House of Windsor. DA590 L28
Lacy, Robert. Monarch: The Life and Reign of Elizabeth II. DA590 L29 2002
Pimlott, Ben. The Queen: A Biography of Elizabeth II. DA590 P54 1997
Quinn, Arthur. A New World: An Epic of Colonial America from the Founding of Jamestown to the Fall of Quebec. E188 Q56 1995
Rountree, Helen. The Powhattan Indians of Virginia: Their Traditional Culture. E99 P85 R68 1989
Vaughan, Alden. American Genesis: Captain John Smith and the Founding of Virginia. F229 S7395
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April 2007 is the 30th birthday of the Library Suggestion Book. To celebrate this milestone, Hot Topics features books about books. We’re also celebrating National Library week beginning April 15th, and hosting an exhibit of "altered books" -- art objects made by NOVA students that began their lives as normal books. Some of them even began their lives as library books. So take a moment to explore the history, scope, and promise of books. It's what we're all about.

Arendt, Madeline. *Altered Art for the First Time*. TT896.3 A74 2005
Coon, Cheryl. *Books to Grow With*. Z1037 C76 2004
Dirda, Michael. *Bound to Please: An Extraordinary One-Volume Education*. Z1035 A1 D57 2005
Downs, Robert. *Great Books since 1492*. Z1035.9 D63
Frugoni, Chiara. *Books, Banks, Buttons and Other Inventions from the Middle Ages*. T17 F7713 2003
Silvey, Anita. *100 Best Books for Children*. Z1037 S575 2004
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Alexandria Campus Library celebrates Diversity Week (19 – 23 March) with a display of periodicals highlighting the diverse fabric of our society. Age, gender, nationality, ethnicity, sexuality, politics, religion – browse the Library’s collection of diverse periodicals. Read the current issue here in the library, or take older issues home!

- AARP
- Advocate
- Al Jumuah
- Americas
- Christianity Today
- Christian Century
- Diverse Issues in Higher Education
- Ebony
- Essence
- Hispanic
- Koreana
- Latina
- Multicultural Review
- Nation
- National Review
- Native Peoples
- Women in Business

NOVA subscribes to more diverse periodicals ONLINE! You can find these sources mainly in ProQuest (use your NovaConnect username and password to log in from off campus).
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**News from Around the World**

Take a global tour of news, opinions and cultures with magazines and newspapers from around the world. The Library subscribes to many international and foreign-language periodicals. Gain a perspective on current events from other places, practice your foreign-language reading skills, or catch up on news from home! Current copies of periodicals must be read here in the library, but older issues can be checked out! Visit the second level of the library to see all of our newspapers and periodicals, or to find back issues!

**Al Majallah**  
**BBC Focus on Africa**  
**Der Stern**  
**Die Zeit**  
**El Pais**  
**El Pais Seminal**  
**Focus**  
**Guardian Weekly**  

**Iran Times**  
**Journal Francais**  
**Korea Focus**  
**Koreana**  
**Le Nouvel Observateur**  
**Paris Match**  
**Saudi Aramco World**  
**Selecciones de Reader's Digest**  
**Stern**  
**Sunday Times (London)**  
**Sunday Times Magazine**

NOVA subscribes to more world news sources ONLINE! You can find these sources mainly in [ProQuest](#) (use your NovaConnect username and password to log in from off campus).
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Campbell, Greg. *The Road to Kosovo*. DR2086 C36 1999

Chalk, Frank. *The History and Sociology of Genocide*. HV6322.7 C45 1990

Clark, Wesley. *Waging Modern War*. DR1313.8 C56 2001


Drakulic, Slavenka. *Balkan Express: Fragments from the Other Side of War*. DR1313 D73 1993


Friedman, Francine. *The Bosnian Muslims: Denial of a Nation*. DR1674 M87 F75 1996


Huchthausen, Peter. *America's Splendid Little Wars*. E840.4 H83 2003

Hupchick, Dennis. *The Balkans: From Constantinople to Communism*. DR36 H87 2002


Tanner, Marcus. *Croatia: A Nation Forged in War*. DR1535 T36 1997
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